
  Restaurant / PUB 
                                           Chimera Brewpub 
 Street Prior do Crato, 06 
 Alcântara - LISBON 
 PORTUGAL 




The doors of Chimera Brewpub’s tunnel were opened in June 2016, a new craft brewery 
located just inside the old Horses Tunnel to the Palácio Real das Necessidades, in 
Alcântara - Lisbon, dating from 1740. It is important to emphasize the importance and 
Historical architectural beauty of this space that serves now as home to this modern 
enterprise. For all the lovers of history, tourism and of course good beer. Thus we propose 
to tourists and locals a lovely historical / gastronomic experience in this unique cave in the 
heart of Lisbon.


Chimera Brewpub brews its own beer and offers on tap many different qualities, from 
pilsner, lager passing by in a chromatic journey to reach the dark stout, without of course 
forgetting the IPA, so appreciated by admirers of the craft brewery. In addition to presenting 
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its own production, this Brewpub serves a showcase of the latest Portugal brewing 
production and offers its customers a wide range of craft beers produced in Portugal: 
currently the Dois Corvos, Oitava Colina, Musa, Post Scriptum, LX beer, Praxis e Vitriol. 
Always with the idea of adding and changing beer menu. All Portuguese beers and hight 
quality to appreciate. And like any self-respecting Pub, Chimera Brewpub transmits the 
biggest sporting events of soccer.


The menu is inspired by the New York Deli style: Pastrami, Reuben, Cuban, Salmon ... and 
many other delicious Sandwiches and starters that serve as a good hearty meal, with meats 
cured right there and prepared by chef Adam Heller, who is also the brewmaster. There are 
also snacks to accompany football, Happy Hour or we are open  only for those who only 
want to enjoy good and lasting time in a very pleasant environment with constant 
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“the idea passes 
trough experimenting 
with recipes and 
running types of beers 
available, always 
served in glasses with 
British measures: half 
pint (28cl) and pint 
(56cl), a generous 
price: € 2.50 and € 
4.50 respectively . 
'We don’t want to 
have 20 barrels of 
the same beer, 
ranging want to go, 
"explains Adam. “ 
We will start with 12 
proposals on taps: 
eight own production 
- "we tried to cover 
all the gradient from 
pilsener to stout" 
-Observador.pt 



temperature maintained by the tunnel 
stoned architecture and water that can 
possibly dripp from the walls of this 
treasure embedded in the ground in the 
heart of Lisbon.


Enjoy the decor, it pays homage to the old 
breweries, bold posters and beautiful 
illustrations, all in Ode to Beer, a temple to 
the History of Portugal, brave surviver from 
the earthquake of 1755. The space has 
capacity for 80 people and is available 
under reservations for parties and special 
events, which can include fun "make 
yourself a beer”, a bold idea in which  the 
customer can collaborate in the creation 
and production of beer to be served at it’s 
special event with 
personalized labels.


Chimera Brewpub 
opens from Wednesday 
to Sunday from 17pm 
to 1am. Visit our page 
to confirm schedule 
changes and News: 

www.chimerabrewpub.pt.
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Press: 

Lisbom.org 
https://lisbom.org/2016/06/28/chimera-brew-pub/ 
Atlas Lisbon 
http://www.atlaslisboa.com/2016/05/23/chimera-beer-pub-tapping-into-alcântara/ 
Cerveja Magazine 
http://www.cerveja-magazine.pt/2016/05/chimera-brewpub/ 
Observador Online 
http://observador.pt/2016/05/18/chimera-brewpub-beber-cerveja-ao-fundo-do-tunel/ 
Lonely Planet 
http://www.lonelyplanet.com/news/2016/05/20/lisbon-set-to-experience-a-craft-beer-revolution-
in-the-coming-months/ 
Minube 
 http://www.minube.pt/sitio-preferido/chimera-brewpub-a3680074 
Quintessential 
 http://quintessentialportugal.com/chimera-brewpub-a-bold-cold-pint/ 
Online Visão 
 http://visao.sapo.pt/actualidade/visaose7e/comer-e-beber/2016-06-08-Beber-cerveja-petiscar-e-
ver-futebol-no-novo-Chimera-Brewpub 
Visão Magazine 
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Address: Street Prior do Crato # 6. (In front of the Navy Square). Alcântara - Lisbon


bus 174 from Praça do Comércio.


Website: www.chimerabrewpub.pt


Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/chimerabrewpub/


Contact: contato@chimerabrewpub.pt


phone: 917070021 RAQUEL / 936266324 ADAM
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